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Research Study
Goal: Explore & analyze the motivations,
expectations & experiences of students who
participated in an international field school.*

Methodology
•Qualitative case study, N = 27
•Pre and post field school questionnaires
•Focus groups
•Thematic analysis of transcripts
• Analysis of student narrative assignments

Field School Framework
Students from three different faculties
completed courses in International
Community Development & Intercultural
Communication, including 3 weeks in India.

Pre-departure Process
Ø8 Monthly planning meetings
ØPotluck meals
ØIndigenous sweet grass ceremony
ØStudent led project planning sessions
ØSpecialized lecture focused on religion in India
ØStudent led inquiry of Indian culture & history

Questionnaire Initial Results
•Agreed	
  monthly	
  pre-‐mee0ngs	
  increased	
  

92%	
   knowledge	
  of	
  ﬁeld	
  school	
  demands	
  and	
  goals	
  
•Agreed	
  pre-‐departure	
  process	
  prepared	
  them	
  

88%	
   for	
  the	
  ﬁeld	
  school	
  

•Agreed	
  the	
  social	
  events	
  were	
  personally	
  

85%	
   valuable	
  

Student Voice
“The pre-departure process was definitely
valuable. Even if we can only prepare so
much for our projects and experiences
before we actually get there, it was
encouraging to be around a group of people
all preparing and getting excited for the same
journey.”

77%	
  	
   •Agreed	
  pre-‐mee0ngs	
  were	
  useful	
  prepara0on	
  
77%	
  

•Agreed	
  monthly	
  mee0ngs	
  helped	
  with	
  personal	
  
prepara0on	
  

62%	
   •Agreed	
  pre-‐mee0ngs	
  aided	
  team	
  development	
  

“…we have been given information about
culture, religion and other mindful practices
to help us prepare for this trip. I cannot
imagine taking a trip of this magnitude
without the in-class experience predeparture.”

Next Steps
Theoretical: Continue thematic analysis and
dissemination of findings.
Practical: Initial results indicate value of predeparture engagement. The value of creating a
formal pre-departure manual will be explored.
Future Study: Explore extending study to include
other pre-departure planning models.
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